Community Based Finance Assists
Community Capacity Building
What is this research about?
An increasing number of Canadians are not able
borrow money from banks or even manage their
money well. The financial services offered by
mainstream financial institutions have become
more and more difficult to access for low income
Canadians, in particular. As a result, there is an
increase of “fringe” financial services which are
offered by non-financial organizations. These
fringe financial services include microcredit and
payday loans.
What did the researcher do?
The researcher set out to answer the question:
are microcredit programs and payday loans
efficient and equitable financial alternatives for
low income groups? The researcher also asked:
Are there changes in educational and financial
policies that may expand financial inclusion?
What did the researcher find?
The researcher had a number of findings. Some
of them were:
• Microcredit programs are growing in number
and popularity in Canada
• Microcredit programs need more business
skills and mentoring supports for borrowers

What you need to know:
Low-income Canadians need access to
better financial education and small loans for
business incubation, skills training, and income
smoothing.
than similar programs done in developing
countries
• Microcredit programs are grass roots
opportunities to build capacity within a local
community
• So far, there is no systematic analysis of the
performance of microcredit programs, making
it hard to look at how efficient and accessible
they are to their users
• Microcredit programs are not self-financing,
moreover, self-financing may not be a
desirable goal if issues of access and equity
are important considerations
• Changes in the laws regulating payday loans
are incomplete. The laws need to define
enforcement issues more precisely and be
paired with effective consumer education to
minimize the risk that a consumer falls into a

debt trap
• Laws promoting access to banking services
are inadequate
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• There are not enough financial literacy
assessment and education opportunities,
especially for members of at-risk communities
• Policies to promote affordable small dollar
loans to low income Canadians, and especially
the working poor, are needed
How can you use this research?
Policymakers, community groups, and educators
can use this research to develop better financial
services for low income Canadians and better
financial education and enforcement around
payday loans. This research may also be used to
develop programs around financial literacy.
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